TURN UP THE SILENCE

Can you hear that? Really? Nothing? That is the point. With MUTO Acoustic Sound Solutions, you can make noisy spaces quiet for productive environments.

CREATE QUIET AT SOELBERGI.COM
Large open-concept spaces with hard-surface materials are beautiful, but noisy. With repeating texture, there are no limits to walls and walls of beautiful sound absorption.
MUTO Textured panels provide depth, drama, dimension and diffusion in fast-paced environments. Create movement with texture and dampen noise.
SCALING THE SILENCE

Each MUT0 Print pattern is available in small, medium or large scale for more options to decrease noise.
Create intimate environments in large open spaces. Reduce distraction and increase productivity with MUTO.
Get creative with patterns of Tone-On-Tone or Two-Tone sound-softening panels. With up to 19 colorways to choose from, color combinations are endless.

TONED DEAF

PISTA 2T
BAFFLES:

UNDER SOUND

THE CEILING

Take sound absorption to the ceiling with a collection of textural baffles, multi-media baffles and made-to-order baffle options.
GIRO PIATTO

TAKE OUT
Ceiling baffles are a simple solution to absorb low frequency noise while adding high impact design.
Address noise problems at the source with MUTO Desk Dividers. Create privacy and minimize distracting conversation.
The team at Soelberg designs and makes all products in the USA. Let’s design together.

CREATE QUIET AT SOELBERG.COM